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W
hen Margaret Cho’s television show “All-

American Girl” debuted on September 14,

1994, it marked the first time television

audiences saw an entire Asian family every week in

the same laugh-track tradition of “Seinfeld,”

“Rosanne,” and “Ellen”—other sitcoms airing then.

Yet Cho’s show faced a barrage of criticism from

both reviewers and Asian Americans.

While the family depicted

didn’t resemble mine, I enjoyed

“All-American Girl.” Cho was

delightful. She and actors B.D.

Wong and Amy Hill carried

themselves with grace and wit

while tossing off quick barbs.

Many Asian Americans decried

the use of Korean dialects,

which seemed much lighter

than many immigrant accents

I had heard — including that of

my Taiwanese mom.

It was a groundbreaking

show that unfortunately lasted

only one season. Over the

years, I’ve spoken with Cho

about her experiences working

on “All-American Girl.” Faced

with low ratings, the producers

focused on Cho’s appearance.

She was already quite thin

when the show started, but she

was pressured into a crash diet

that seriously affected her

health. By the end of the first

season, the network made so

many changes that the show was unrecognizable —

and Cho’s character ended up in an apartment with

her grandmother and two young white male

housemates.

Twenty years later, it’s still a heartbreaking

moment for Cho and Asian-American television

history. Enter “Fresh Off the Boat,” a new sitcom

that premiered on February 4, 2015. Ironically set

in the mid-1990s when “All-American Girl” aired,

“Fresh Off the Boat” is inspired by a memoir of the

same title by Eddie Huang, a Taiwanese-American

food personality and restaurateur. Both the book

and television show center on hip-hop-loving

11-year-old Huang after his family relocates from

Washington, D.C. to an Orlando, Florida suburb so

his father can open a western-themed steakhouse.

Months before the February premiere of “Fresh

Off the Boat,” debates erupted within Asian-

American communities about using the term “fresh

off the boat” (FOB) — which has long been a deroga-

tory term for a recent Asian immigrant — as a title.

Huang’s irreverent moniker was an effort to take

back ownership of a slur to remove its power much

like playwright David Henry Hwang did in the

1980s with his playFOB.The title irks many Asian

Americans and confuses non-Asians about how to

respond to it. Huang himself has criticized network

producers for sanding down the

cultural truth of his book.

Television hasn’t always

portrayed Asians favorably, but

in the last few years there has

been an increase in good roles

for Asian-American actors in

hit shows such as “Parks and

Recreation,” “Walking Dead,”

“The Good Wife,” “Community,”

“The Mindy Project,” “Elemen-

tary,” and “Hawaii Five-O.” But

there has not been a sitcom

based solely on the stories of an

Asian-American family. “Fresh

Off the Boat” represents a

milestone after “All-American

Girl” — perhaps a successful

one this time.

When pushing the bounda-

ries of mainstream program-

ming, a television show will be

viewed and critiqued under a

microscope. And it can’t

representallAsian Americans.

No show could. Some reviewers

have found fault in the

portrayal of the parents in “Fresh Off the Boat,” who

speak with first-generation accents. I found the

dialects quite subtle and they did not sound

Taiwanese to me. My mom certainly had a thicker

Taiwanese accent and didn’t speak as

grammatically correct English as the parents

(played by Constance Wu and Randall Park) on the

show.

Then there’s the “teachable moment” in the first

episode’s use of the word “chink.” It’s a milestone for

network television when Asian-American parents

can call out the administration of a school for not

punishing a student who uses the term against

their son. Still, it’s a painful moment for many

Asian Americans. On premiere night, the

Twitterverse erupted with tweets from Asian

Americans about how cathartic the show was and

how it brought up memories of the first time they
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“Fresh Off the Boat,” a new sitcom that pre-
miered on February 4, 2015, focuses on the
Huang family — father Louis and mother
Jessica (top photo, played by Randall Park
and Constance Wu), as well as sons Emery,
Evan, and Eddie (bottom photo, L-R, played
by Forrest Wheeler, Ian Chen, and Hudson
Yang).
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